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a

Introd_ction

con der an Occidental businessman, who believes-hi self particillar
pt st

;
a5.ociating names with faces, on his initial ;is it to ::ne nrie

Her meeting a number of people he feels quite perplexed since ::2 can e-
member.names but can no longer readily assign them to the appropriate aces.

hosweve2,,oUr businessman
lb

no longer experiences this difficulty More-
he ig w:Puzzled that at one time all Orientals seemed to "lo alike"

,,Lnce tnes,e people.now appear to be as different as,nis Occidental quaint-

Such,as experience as this represents a type of perceptual =ruing
,Jhich' may be called .schematic concept formation (SCF). 8riefly-. schema is
-rfst Inderstood as a statistically. defined conceot. Schematic mzept forma-
::on consists of abstracting the common elements or properties t a defined
:ss,tnto a schema. Thereafter, both discrimination and ret ion are f3-4,
-_ tatted since only deviations from thescnema neei proce ;.(1 for lay

class,exeMpler. Thus ourhypo0"rtetical businessman could not iaitially differ-
entiate among Oriental faces because all these faces deviat d; from Iris pre-
viously acquired American uface" schema or prototype in an /most identical
manner. The-differentiation became much easier once he acquired the Oriental
"face".schema since a particular Oriental face could then Se remembered sim9ly
as a deviation from this schemi.

Lippsitt and Serunian (1963) have shown that normal/ children improve
from kindergarden.to third grade in .solving certain oddity problems. Moreover,
:.vidence exists,(e.g., Honkavaara; 1958; Jones, 1971; Spitz, 1964)_ twat in a
variety of perceptual tasks both backward and mentally retarded children can ,

abstract a concept from a set of varying instances representing that concept. '
In the natural environment, howeverop'nstances repres.enting many concepts or
schemata are mixed together. If schematic encoding i'S to be used, humans
must be able to distinguish between members of different schema families and
associate each instaree with its appropriate schema' faipily.

Although a considerable amount of evidence exists (e.g., Attneave, 1954,
1957, 1959; Edmonds & Mueller, 1967a1' 1967b, 19670, 1970) that human adults
can readily, perform this task, a most relevant question concerns how this
nbilitys which,is basic for cognition, develops 4.th age and experience. In
an attempt to answer this question, children ranging from 6 to 12 years of
age were' trained either with or without knowledge of results (KR)` in an oddity
discrimination task to distinguish patterns repr
patterns belonging to different schema families

adults (Edmonds, Evans & Mueller, 1966), the 4
relevant dimensions (schema) along which oddit
to assist SCF per se. This same result was 9.
:.-els1 if SCF is a.basic, spontaneous process

t1? information in the stimuli thyselves. I

House (1966) and Jones,(1971) have ob
:),tract rules or regularities is related

1

?/5

senting a schema family from
In previous research using

ect of KR was Cb indicate the
was to be sought rather than
ected at these earlier age

which can be done with only

ned evidence that the ability to
I.Q. Using mentally retarded



Tan Jones (1,97l) "(Duna si2nifica.nt petwn ,D;t/ca-tion 1.:42.1ity
-,?rbal scores measured cv :he '.*ISC ind S:anf)rd-:DInet. tnese

rr.iations are to be interpreted with caution due .co several biasing factors,
.lata does indicate that .SCF ability might offer the possio:lity Jf 3 non-,

e_ev?.se :D measure, the Intellec:uul and develJpmeuzai stages. lo
:hese suppositibns' the relationship between I.Q. and SCF perforltiane was

inestigated at eachJ6f the six age levels.

'
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Met-0d

subjects were 2.0 students enrolled in grades l'tnrog.1 9 at the
21;copal Da'; Sc.hool, WhiLn is located in Auz_!sta, ,2eorgia. st'Unts
-r -?led at' each of these si% age le..els were randpmly. icups
.;ich are referred to as Group KR (knowledge of result4condition) and Group.
-t:R (no knowledge of result eonditioh)% Mental age variations were comparable
It each of the chronological aie levels.

.

I_Itterns. A computer program, VARGUS 7 (Edmonds .& ,'-]vans,.1966;4Evans,.1967; ''
-..monds & Mueller, 1970), has been develOped which allows quantication of
pattern populations in infogation terms and permits 'independent manipulation
of several population parameters. The.patterns from VARGUS 7 are similar in.
appearance to the "histoforta" patterns introduced by Fitts, Weinstein, Rappa-
,t, Andersen, & 'Leonard (1956). The VARGUS 7 patterns, towever, are pro7

..ucaci from a seven element Markov process by mapping the 'elements into column
:e.ghts. A schema can be introduced into the Patterns by selecting transi-
tional probabilities to favor a most probable sequence MIIS) of column heights;
jifferent MPs+'s constitute different schemata. ,A population of schematamay
_is.) be sampled by.forming random permutations of column height sequences.
redundancy is determined by the magnitude 'of the probabllities associated
with each 'step of the MPS, and-stimulus channel capacity in bits per.s.timulus
is manipulated by changing the number ofcolumns in a pattern. All three of
tnese variables can be manipulated independently. Manipulations of schema and
redundancy do not affect certain other potentially relevant variables such as
the average pattern area. .

In the present study the VARGUS 7, computer prbgram used four different
7.ost probable column height sequences (MPS's), designated pattern sets PSI,
P52, PS3, and PS4, to produce 67% redundant patterns containing 12 columns.
These patterns had been used in previous researh and the MPS's (schemata)
did not differ in difficulty. t.

Task and Procedure. The subjects received five training trials, eacb of which
consisted of two similar forms and one different form (e.g., square, rectangle,
triangle). On each trial the subjects were instructed to select the form that
was not like the others. All subjects correctly performed this task. Each
subject was then given a 20 page booklet with three nonidentical VARQUS 7 pat-
terns printed on each page and appropriately instructed to selec5/the pattern
on e ch page that was "most idfferent from" the other two patterns. Each page
of 'e booklet.contained two different PSI patterns and a third'paetern chosen
at random from PS2; PS3, or'PS4. Thus.two of the patterns represented one
schema and the third pattern represented a different schema., The positiNof
the third pattern in each three pattern set was randomly varied. Both groups
were allowed 45 seconds to choose a pattern on each page. group KR was then
t)id which pattern was correct: Group NKR received no feedback. The inter-
r'rial interval was 25 seconds.
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1.:e'sults and aistussion

A 2 by 6 "(2. levels of KR by 6 age levelsYanalv'sis of variance based on
number o/ patterns identified correctly on.ihe iast three oddity trials in-

,licated that the agelmain effect was significant (F = 8.67, df = 5/228, p < .01).
the KR main effect and the interaction were not significant.'

.

Comparisons-among grade levels indicated 'that, except for the grade 5 and
grade A comParison, all erformanc differences werilsignificant (p < .Cl for
all compaAsons)., In other words,' the performarice of the first graders was
'significantly -above chance -and performance significantly increased fiom grade
level 1 through grade level 5 both with and without -KR. The results thus in-

, dicate that SCF abl.liCy develops prior to age 6 but increases in'efficiency un-'til age'll or012. These findings are sup'ported in an experiment by Aiken &
Williams (1973) which indicated no significant SCF performapce differences be-

. L:ween fifth graders and adults. Moreover, Aiken & Williams (1973) concluded
that.any performance variations among age levels'reflected c'curacy rather than

, stategy differences.
4

.1

In the preseqstudy
all.performance,comparisons between Groups KR and

NP were nonsignificant. This result is consistent with previous lesearch
(e.g.'EdMonds, Evans & Mueller, 1966; EdMonds & Mueller, 1967ai Edmonds &
Mueller, 1967b) and lends further support to the:notion that sctematic" concept
formation is a spontaneous - process which occurs'without need for-supplemen-
tary information.

Correlations of performance by Groups .KR and NKR with both TJ.Q. (Otis-
L'.7nnon Mental Ability Test) and mental age .were not significant, ranging from
..G8.to :22* Shields, Gordon & Evans (11969) obtained only moderate relation-
ships between SCF, performance and_ traditional measures of intelligence. These
datasuggest that performance on the SCF Cask may be a' measure of learning'
ability that is independent of academic achievement. The results of an ex-
periment by Price & Evans (1972)- swport this supposit26n. :They found that
'SC? performance provided a better Prediction of learningpotential in disad-
%-antaged.students than did .intellectual cipacity. Price & Evans (1972) believe
that these and other 'related findings indicate that the SCF task may prove
useful as a non-verbal and perhaps culture-independent measure Of certain cog-
nitive abilities.
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A

Conclusions

The results indicate that the ability to learn concepts defined by
,);ects in t1-..e environment without any source of feedback or knowledge

:.:suits develops prior to age 6 and increases in efficiency to around
,

,1,1 or 12. rii4 ability does not appear to be) related to stangard
k measures of intelligence which sample what has already been leaFned rather

than measuring learning'ability itself. Preliminary investigations in-
dicate that the schematic concept formation task may be a process oriented
-7.easwie of l'earnlng ability since it shows=promise as a predictOr of aca-
-.mic potential in ,Rsadvantaged, students. .Research is currently being
performed .to more adequately evaluate these fifidings.
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